A Simple Roadmap for FIEC major scheduling

Refer to the Advising Sheet for details … but this will help you with schedule planning.
Refer to the university catalog for class prerequisites as they are enforced. Refer to the
talog or degree audit from MyUMBC for general university requirements.

your freshman/sophomore years:
MATH 151 or MATH 155
The STAT Course
EC 101
EC 102
EC 121
EC 122
The CMSC Course or IS Course
The PHIL or CMSC or MGMT Course

your sophomore/junior years:
EC 374, EC 311, EC 312 (take these as soon as possible)
MATH 221 or MATH 152 or EC 490
EC 320 or EC 421 or EC 423 (EC 320 could be taken after EC 1/102 and the STAT Course.
Begin the Part II Financial Economics Core Courses
least 4 from the Part II core list (4 courses). Don’t put these off—the sooner you
Take these after meeting the prerequisites the better!
Begin the Part III Upper Level Economics Electives (3 courses)
This can include ANY upper-level economics course numbered 314 or higher including
those not already counted above. For example, if you do EC 320 and EC 421 then
These will count in the Part I Core Requirements, and 1 can count here. Or, if you do
“access” classes from the Part II core, they can count here. Note that you can substitute
to 2 of: EC 302, ECAC 329, POLI 353, MATH 381, and STAT 454 for these 3
courses.

your senior year:
If you have yet to do so, complete the Part II Financial Economics Core.
If you have yet to do so, complete the Part III Upper Level Economics Electives.

You’re done!
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